
Shame on you 

I am not an admirer of Jacob Zuma and my past letters to the editor clearly validates my antipathy. 
However, as the President of South Africa he must be given the required respect especially when he 
addresses the Republic on the State of the Nation. That Premier Zille for whom I have great respect 
stood behind DA MP Mmusi Maimane as a puppet master was obvious and awkward. 

The conduct of the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) and Democratic Alliance (DA) in Parliament 
was disgraceful and observably planned. One EFF MP looked like a cartoon character with a white 
beard. He should remove his red fez as it may suggest that he represents the Muslim community. The 
DA MP’s who was all dressed in black was plainly attempting to create the impression that they are 
attending a funeral of some sort. That they strategized their dress code is childish as it suggests that 
DA MP’s are not even allowed to wear what they choose. Just like the EFF, the leadership of the DA 
also operate as fashion dictators. 

The DA who was obsessed with access to their cellphones came across as children who could not 
play with their toys for a few hours. There are 365 days in the year and 24hrs in the day to tweet and 
sms but the DA could not stop from bringing their constitutional rights into the discussion to tweet. The 
pontification of the DA was insulting to the entire nation. DA MP Maimane’s need for obvious clarity 
indicates a lack of comprehension skills and an inability to appreciate what the Speaker was required 
to achieve. It is now obvious that they needed access to the cellphones as they planned the chaos 
and as such needed to record their organised “theatrical” indignation. 

The DA and EFF used the State of the Nation Adress to attract attention and shame South Africa. 
They made it obvious to the viewers that they are unable to behave like mature adults. An EFF MP 
who was quizzed on his exit had no clue why he was leaving and then began insulting the journalist. 

Every time DA MP’s raised a point of order or clarity they irritated the viewer who watched their 
sanctimonious humility. The DA and EFF did South Africa a favour by leaving parliament so that the 
rest of our nation could actually listen to the same story the President regurgitates annually.  

While many South Africans may be poor and uneducated that does not suggest they are stupid. We 
pay rates and taxes so that parliament can work in the interest of the rest of society. Parliament is 
therefore not the place to play political games where individuals with self-esteem problems can deal 
with their lack of emotional intelligence or where those who pretend and act can go to look intelligent. 

Ironically had any of this activities occurred in the City of Cape Town chambers, I am convinced that 
the DA Speaker would have handled the matter in a similar manner. The behaviour of the EFF and 
DA who seem to be working in unison actually made the ANC look mature and emotionally intelligent. 

In the words of the wise, there are 364 days in which to question and humiliate the President if that 
was evidently the agenda; however, the State of the Nation Adress was not the time or the place.  
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